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About This Game

Farm Life: Natures Adventure (FLNA) for short is about farming.

Just before you begin your adventure, you will be taking over your parents farm as they'd decided to retire and move away for a
while. You can earn money from growing and selling crops, raising livestock, fishing, mining, part-time jobs and events. You

will need to plan your days ahead to make sure you have enough time to get through your day. You can speak to every townsfolk
that is currently living in your town, choose to marry them from a choice of fourteen candidates, join in the town events or raise

a child together and show them how to work on the farm.

Features

Grow - Plants seeds and water them on a daily basis to ensure positive growth.

Harvest - Collect your crops when they have grown and sell them for profit.

Nurture - Animals need to be treated everyday to maximise profits from their produce and health.

Explore - Visit the town and get to know the other townsfolk which could lead to a potential relationship.

Fish - Grab your fishing rod and start fishing in the nearby river.

Shop - Purchase and sell your seeds, crops, animals and other produce at the town.
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Love - Settle down for love, start a relationship and maybe start your own family.

Mine - Randomly generated mines for your pickaxes.

Events - Join in the town events from horse racing to swimming.

And much much more...

We have a lot planned for Farm Life: Natures Adventure in the future
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Title: Farm Life: Natures Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
BlockheadGames
Publisher:
BlockheadGames
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: 1.0 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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I was kinda dreading starting this game. I got in in a bundle with the Secret Files series, which turned out to be quite
underwhelming, and I didn't want to go through the same thing. But I was (thankfully) so wrong!

The story centers around Fenton Paddock, our protagonist. With a name fit for a rascal, he appears quite flippant but not in an
offensive way due to his copious amount of boyish charm. The rest of the cast is also interesting, each with a rich backstory and
distinct motivations. And the voice acting is spot on!

But the great beauty of this game is the sense of adventure it exudes. The progression of the story makes so much sense and the
places you go (or end up) are diverse, beautifully crafted and presented, with an almost magical allure; from the Governor's
mansion in Hong Kong, to the Himalayas and the streets of Marrakech. The various maps of each area are a nice touch, adding
to the game's adventurous nature.

Playing this game has been an absolute delight!

\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b1
Whole-heartedly recommended!. Beat The Clock.. Awesome fun game.. How the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 do you access
this DLC???? I bought it but the kits nor do the classes come up for me. Not worth the money. Note that I wrote this during
early access. Buy Space Pirate Trainer instead. The difference, is that SPT has more gun options, better graphics, is cooler, and
you don't have to run around a city looking for robots. In CyberThreat, if your hands touch something, either you move, or it
moves, in a confusing way, making it hard to use this movment feature. There is no reloading in CyberThreat. This game just
isn't fun. There are just much better things to spend your money on. I wouldn't play this if it were free.. The nostalgia is strong
with this one. To be fair it's probably the most all-around competent of the series thus far. Not so much randomization but at
least there are entirely alternate quests/objectives. The minigames are also actually put into the plot for once instead of being
diversions, and they're not awful so it doesn't detract or anything. The game world is again pretty big all things considered (for
this kind of game, basically) and it's decent fun and certainly good nostalgia. Don't know what more to say.
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The lens flares will make you cry.. Check out our recently updated full review @ https://vivereport.com/2016/07/29/quarters-
included-pierhead-arcade-vr/

Pierhead Arcade is one of the few "Must Have" vr titles currently available. Especially now so that it has officially launched and
left early access. If you ever enjoyed roaming arcades on piers growing up, this is a game for you. A beautiful recreation of a
classic pier arcade packed to the brim with all sorts of games to enjoy from basketball, to super punch, from comet drop to
penguin slide. There is surely something for everyone at Pierhead arcade.. This game is a lot of fun and a great story line to it.
The puzzles were a bit difficult but I tried my best to solve them. Plus I like the fact that you can skip puzzles if too difficult so I
don't see why you would get frustrated. I would recomend this game to anyone. Even if they aren't a mystery fan. I wish I could
get another Blue Toad game. VB. I was entertained.
Short, free, and very, very blue.
. Bought it on sale. I was having some fun and then I tried to make a trade route. At that point I saw this wouldn't be a game for
me. The system for doing that is just awful and convoluted. Given that automating trade routes is one of the fun parts of such
games this is a deal breaker for me.

Overall very shallow. If you've played games like this before than you will see everything this game has to offer really quickly.
Seems very basic with little that keeps you engaged.

If you've played Patrician 3 imagine someone tried to create something similar for the average twelve year old and then got
drunk when they made the trade route controls.

That said the naval combat while not great is perhaps an improvement on some other similar games. So that could be what
you're looking for though it is still not great.

4/10 at best. Fast paced, brutal and highly addictive.. I will recommend this game but it has lots of flaws... First, my game save
that I spent hours on wouldn't load after coming back to the game. Luckily, the autosave version worked otherwise this would be
negative. Second, the story kept throwing you from town to town, I never got to feel like I was keeping my business going, but
rather starting over again every time. Everything else about the game I quite liked but the current price is extortionate. I'd say
this game is worth $5 tops.. Reminiscing my childhood through this game.
Eating fishes had never been so fun.
You can call it fishy.
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